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The United States is under attack by several nation states.   This essay 
assays the domestic order of battle of one of them: Caliphists.   Details of 
Caliphists’ US domestic order of battle are drawn from: 

• data seen, read and overheard, 
• observations inspired by direct experience and the sifting power of 

ratiocination, and by 
• the military principle of expecting an enemy to do what they should 

do to defeat one. 

The purpose of this essay is to join, at least, if not help initiate, a 
discussion of Caliphists’ US domestic order of battle with a view to 
anticipating its use — certainly not far off  (and here) — and defeating its 
execution. 

The exercise should, of course, be moot because it is federal, not 
individual, responsibility to assess, decide and execute against an enemy 
nation state’s order of battle. 

However, the deep, solid antipathy of the multi-national and strongly 
Caliphist criminal conspiracy that overtook the administration of US 
federal power on 20 January 2009 to examining much less 
acknowledging — even less defeating — the Caliphist order of battle 
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drives the citizen responsibility to substitute the alien-inspired federal 
dereliction with civil intelligence. 

Be prepared. 

A Moslem is a Caliphist.   Islam is one.   Islam and Caliphism are one and 
the same.   A Caliphist is a full-spectrum military-political-financial 
hegemon in battle mode.   A Moslem is a combatant aiming to subdue 
everyone, by force of arms, in a single, world-wide totalism he or she calls 
Islam. 

So we begin. 

Every mosque in the USA — and the world — is a military installation.  
Every one is a war-fighting tactical operations center (TOC) and/or a 
regional or theatre war-fighting command and control center (C2).  Every 
imam, mullah, ayatollah, muezzin, etc. is a military recruiter and/or 
commander in a chain of command or topping one.   Every person in a 
mosque is an enemy combatant.   Neither building nor member has  a 
spiritual role or intent. 

The religion of Islam is extinct since the early 20th Century.   The religion 
of Christianity will be extinct by the middle of the 21st Century.   The 
religion of Judaism is extinct since the 1st Century. 

What passes for Islam, therefore, cannot be a religion.  It is, rather, world-
hegemonic ambition obtained and enforced by systematic sadism.  What 
passes for Judaism or Christianity cannot be a religion either, but the 
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posture of the adherents of those extinct religions is not belligerent 
whereas the posture of the adherents of the extinct religion of Islam is. 

So how does this ogress, Caliphism, organize herself and operate in the 
US? 

On 20 June 2014 she volunteered the answer in a tweet comprising a 
picture of the Caliphist flag in front of the White House and these words: 

#AmessagefromISIStoUS 
We are in your state 
We are in your cities 

We are in your streets 
You are our goals anywhere 

She enlists support — on pain of annihilation — from her ogre counterparts 
in the USA political parties, principally but not exclusively the Democratic 
Party and principally but not exclusively aging harridans and their 
warlocks. 

She has attracted to her service capable combatant commanders 
between and inside a long list of countries.   Those commanders’ military 
successes are multiplying exponentially since 20 January 2009, the day 
US military, diplomatic and financial stand-downs began as ordered by 
the multi-national and strongly Caliphist criminal conspiracy that overtook 
the administration of US federal power on that day. 
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Their successes attract volunteers to those commanders’ formations.  
More military successes, more sanguine volunteers.   Everyone loves a 
winner and no one a loser.  And there is the element of blood-lust, blood-
thirstiness driving especially but not only younger females and males to 
become Caliphists. 

The ogress comprises a multi-headed monster having one purpose: 
global hegemony by way of success at arms.   She is an army.   Actually, 
several armies operating in several theaters.   So far she has not 
conducted army-scale combat operations inside the United States, but 
she has done or should be assumed to have done everything she needs 
to do in preparation for doing exactly that. 
 
World-wide and inside the US, she controls most conditions of a 
successful military force: 

• dependable communications, to include finance 
• skilled, decentralized military, diplomatic and propaganda 

leadership 
• agile, adaptive and decentralized headquarters and headquarters 

staffs 
• huge numbers of willing, multi-sourced war-fighters 
• a complacent, centralized and unmindful enemy leadership 
• superb fifth column capabilities 
• mountains of stockpiled war materiel 
• deep experience — after years of inserting embeds — of local 

customs, conditions and communications 
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• deep knowledge — through the embeds — of how rapidly to cause 
local, regional and national chaos at the flick of an order 

• high and growing numbers of dispersed, battle-trained/hardened 
individuals and formations 

• real armies conducting real battles as both combat operations and 
combat training 

• public civilian air, land and sea transport made to serve as private 
military air, land and sea transport or weapons systems 

• self-reinforcing resolve to maintain the posture of belligerence even 
in defeat and death 

World-wide and inside the US, the condition of a successful military force 
the Caliphist monster does not control is industry.   This deficiency affects 
her order of battle, placing acquisition of others’ military and industrial 
assets high on her list of objectives. 

All this we see directly, observe through the several media or reason out 
by penetrating seeming imponderables. 

Now, what should one expect the Caliphist ogress to have done and to 
do in the US in order to defeat the US and subject the nation to her maw? 

Already she should have: 

• filled the minds of bureaucrats and politicians with thoughts of the 
beheading knife on one side and petrodollars on the other 
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• mapped jails and prisons, planned their takeover with release of 
Caliphists and tasked mosques near those facilities to execute that 
mission upon command or general sense that the time is right 

• mapped stationary and movable military assets, planned their 
takeover and tasked mosques near those assets to execute that 
mission upon command or general sense that the time is right 

• warehoused in every mosque and related storage facility at least 
one rifle, one handgun and one shotgun for every member of the 
mosque sixteen years and older 

• warehoused at least a constant one thousand rounds for every rifle, 
handgun and shotgun warehoused 

• used existing or constructed above or under ground shooting 
ranges and compelled every mosque member sixteen years and 
older to become a marksman 

• subsidized at least one male member, sixteen years or older, of 
every mosque member family to undergo a minimum two-year 
military training in one or more of the Caliphist armies conducting 
active operations 

• identified, preferably but not only near human habitations, ignitable 
flora that will conflagrate rapidly, developed plans to ignite them 
and tasked mosques near those conditions to execute that mission 
upon command or general sense that the time is right 

• mapped the US electrical grid, designated key nodes to be 
destroyed, and how, and tasked mosques near those nodes to 
execute that mission upon command or general sense that the time 
is right 

• mapped the back-up power system of hospitals and police stations, 
developed plans to destroy them and tasked mosques near those 
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hospitals and police stations to execute that mission upon 
command or general sense that the time is right 

• mapped the back-up power system of municipal, county, state and 
federal buildings, especially those housing IT assets and aviation, 
law enforcement and civilian regulating personnel, developed 
plans to destroy them and tasked mosques near those buildings to 
execute that mission upon command or general sense that the time 
is right 

• mapped ground transportation infrastructure — road and rail — the 
destruction of which would cause maximum rapid collapse of 
ground communications, especially for foodstuffs, heavy equipment 
and petrochemicals, developed plans to destroy them and tasked 
mosques near those infrastructures to execute that mission upon 
command or general sense that the time is right 

• mapped media headquarters facilities and personnel, developed 
plans to destroy them and tasked mosques near those facilities and 
personnel to execute that mission upon command or general sense 
that the time is right 

• mapped internet server farms and trunk lines, developed plans to 
destroy them and tasked mosques near those farms and trunk lines 
to execute that mission upon command or general sense that the 
time is right 

• identified potential mass execution-burial sites for federal, state, 
county and municipal bureaucrats and politicians, lawyers, medical 
doctors, teachers, artists, journalists, writers, Jews, Christians, Copts, 
Atheists, Mormons, Wiccans, Hindus, Buddhists and Baha’is, 
designated infrastructure to transport those individuals to those 
sites and tasked mosques near those sites and infrastructure to 
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execute that mission upon command or general sense that the time 
is right 

• made plans to compel food growers, distributors and retailers to 
remain in operation for Caliphist-approved commodities and 
tasked mosques near those operators to execute that mission upon 
command or general sense that the time is right 

• made plans to destroy churches, synagogues, temples, meeting 
halls, prayer houses, colleges, monasteries, universities, wine 
vineyards, distilleries, brewmasters and libraries together with their 
contents and personnel and tasked mosques near those institutions 
to execute that mission upon command or general sense that the 
time is right 
And when the time is right she must: 

• execute plans already prepared pretty much in the order shown 
above, excepting that take over of US military assets would most 
easily proceed following general destruction of communications 
infrastructure 

• allow to disseminate only news of her triumphs 
• be hyper-ruthless and unthinkably savage 
• release Caliphists from jails and prisons and kill others there 
• overtake US military facilities to take over US military assets, 

including the five national military academies 
• overtake and take over precious metals stockpiles in US vaults 
• replace US banking system with a Caliphist one 
• denounce and replace US institutions, laws and treaties with 

Caliphist ones 
• annihilate voluntary organizations, seize their properties and kill 

their personnel 
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• offer the rich and affluent to hand over their property or their lives 
 
Were I a Caliphist, I would argue for that order of battle.   If I have 
performed my duty -- to see, to reason and to report -- that it already is. 
Were I an American, and I am, and were I responsible for the conduct of 
the nation’s affairs, and I am not, I would take the foregoing assay of 
Caliphists’ US order of battle as a prime factor for developing my own 
order of battle and correlating missions against the Caliphist monster. 

Domestically, I think the central concept and goal of my order of battle 
and correlating missions would be, preempt.   Hard, fast and total 
preempt.   And I would give the order to execute those missions because 
the time is right to do just that. 

Multi-nationally, I think the central concept and goal of my order of battle 
and correlating missions would be, annihilate.   I would apply 
overwhelming military, diplomatic and financial power against ISIS and 
her supporting nation states, including Saud, in a manner to be 
determined by my military, diplomatic (for diplomatic, not military, 
combat) and financial (for financial, not military, combat) advisers, who 
would concur with me in the foregoing assay of the Caliphists’ nature and 
order of battle, domestic and multi-national.   And I would give the order 
to execute those missions because the time is right to do just that. 

AMDG


